
PLAR English Class 9:
Wednesday, May 24th, 2017

1. Example for assignment 21: write a letter

2. Example for assignment 22: steps to summarize

3. Example for assignment 23: short story summary



ASSIGNMENT 21, TEXTBOOK PAGE 43:



ASSIGNMENT 21, WORKBOOK PAGE 42:

The opening 
paragraph is 
out of  2 marks.

The middle paragraph is 
out of  4 marks.

The closing 
paragraph is 
out of  2 marks.

And there are 2 marks for spelling and grammar, for a total of  10 marks.



There is an example of  
a personal business 

letter in your textbook 
on page 44.

Let’s go through 
another example 

together in class (on 
the right).



ASSIGNMNENT 22: TEXTBOOK 



ASSIGNMNENT 22: WORKBOOK 



For assignment 22, remember to use your own words to write out the four 
important points that are in bold, and that I underlined today in class.



PART 2: ASSIGNMENT 23
SHORT STORY SUMMARY
Today, I am excited to share a new example to help 

with assignment 23: short story summary.



This true story features a real person:

Today, I will be sharing a story called, 
“Gold Medals and Holy Night,” written 
by Doc Skinner. 

Pictured on the right is Tim Skinner, his 
oldest son, who is mentioned in the 
story. We will get to hear him sing later.

I would like to thank Tim Skinner for 
sharing some of  his recent music with 
me, and also for giving his permission 
to share his father’s story.



After reading the story, we will go 
through an example of  how to 

summarize it.
REMEMBER:

When you do assignment 23, you will be reading a different story from your 
textbook, called “The Journal,” and then you will summarize it.

So, today’s example is meant to show you the process of  reading a story and 
then summarizing it. 

Next class, I will share two other examples that have been shared this year. In 
previous terms, I summarized a story called, “Bush,” and special guest, Jane 
Antoniak, discussed another story that she wrote, called “The Choice”.



Reprinted with permission from Doc Skinner: Story Teller and Certified Liar, 
pages 7 – 9, published by Highway Book Shop, Cobalt, Ontario (1979)

Gold Medals and Holy Night

From “Doc Skinner: Story Teller and Certified Liar”, by Doc Skinner

Every time I watch someone on T.V. receiving a Gold Medal, or read about it in the 
newspaper, I get the queer feeling something unusual is going to happen to the recipient, 
or those closely related to him or her.

I think the unusual feeling the adult Skinners get from Gold Medals goes back 
about a quarter century. Back to when our Number One son won a Gold Medal for 
singing in the Geraldton Music Festival. 

We think he won the thing fair and square and didn’t fault the lad when he hit his 
high notes. He was only seven at the time and I don’t think he sang that loud on purpose.

There were those who claimed he sang loud because his new cowhide boots hurt 
him. Others said it sounded as if  he was hollering for bread. And I say, regardless of  
what anyone else says, the real Gold Medal test should have been based on a trip he made 
with his parents and younger brothers Numbers two and three. I am sure his mother 
would have won the Medal, hands down, for bravery over and above the call of  duty.

Copyright © DOC SKINNER 1976



Lil and I and the three boys had spent a pleasant Christmas with her folks at Fort 
William, and, as we headed east for Longlac, all indications were it would be a routine 
trip. So it was until we turned off  at Nipigon and took Highway Eleven for home. That is 
when the Number One son, the Gold Medal winner, started out with an endless 
rendition of  “Holy Night” - - AND THAT IS ABOUT THE TIME IT STARTED TO 
SNOW!!!!!

It seemed the louder he sang, the larger the snowflakes became and my “gentle 
request that he tone it down before I broke his windpipe, voice box and all” seemed to 
fall on deaf  ears.

Lil, my co-pilot, was more interested in where the road was and I can’t say I blame 
her for her concern, as it was the first time I had ever seen snowflakes almost the size of  
Boston Cream Pies. They came floating down from the sky like giant mushrooms and, as 
they hit the windshield, made a sound like a dull “SPLAT” - - just like one getting hit in 
the face with a wet dishrag. I also noticed along a cedar swamp we passed, near Lake 
Helen, the rabbits had runways six feet off  the ground up among the snowflakes. 

This is when the ’47 Chevy windshield wipers gave up. They just couldn’t hack the 
heavy snow, so I pulled gently to the side of  the road to wait out the storm.

Copyright © DOC SKINNER 1976



In the meantime, there had been some audience reaction to the continuous rendition 
of  “Holy Night” from the podium in the rear seat.

Number two son had stood it as long as he could and had thrown up. Number three 
son apparently go “scairt” and messed himself. The only one who seemed to have things 
under control was the Co-pilot. That was until she put her head under the dash to get the 
Kleenex. It was then the heater fan sucked the ‘kerchief  she was wearing, instead of  a hat, 
into the interior of  the heater, thus hiding her head in an awkward position almost on the 
floor of  the car.

This caused all hell to break loose again in the rear seat. I think the inmates thought 
I was going to cut their mother’s head off  to get her loose. (Little did they know the knife 
I had hauled from my pocket and opened, was to be used for cutting a Tag Alder, which I 
intended to use to beat “Holy Night” into absolute silence later on).

Eventually, I got the Co-pilot back into the control room; a little the worse for wear 
but still smiling.

Copyright © DOC SKINNER 1976



Copyright © DOC SKINNER 1976

The two young ones were cleaned up and changed. The snow had let up at last and 
the “Boy Soprano” was quietly catching his second wind. I informed the Co-pilot we 
were about to resume our journey. She said it was a good idea - - right after she had fed 
the baby.

This took about fifteen minutes but the fun was not over yet. Not by a longshot. 
No, sir. There was about half  a can of  strained spinach left after feeding the young chap. 
Lil asked what she could do with it. I told her to throw it out the window. This she did, 
but she forgot to roll the window down first. I think she was still shook up after being 
hung up in the heater.

Once again it was cleanup time in the Chevy. But, this time it was different. There 
was no sign of  mutiny by the crew, and best of  all, no “Holy Night”. I think the 
discipline was due to the five foot Tag Alder I cut and place on the seat “twixt” me and 
the Co-pilot.

The balance of  the trip home was uneventful. The Tag Alder more than earned its 
passage to Longlac; and never did the Old Homestead look so warm and welcome as it 
did that night when we “hove” into the yard and prepared to disembark.



Now, let’s practice summarizing. 
We will go through these steps:

1. TOPIC SENTENCE
Explain the story in one sentence. Include the title of  the story, and explain who 
and what it is mainly about. 

NOTE: Every person will interpret a story a little bit differently. This is why we 
will go through two different possible summaries for this same story.

2. IMPORTANT POINTS
TIP: Start with point form in your outline, and then write full sentences when 
you write the final paragraph.

3. CONCLUDING SENTENCE
This will be similar to the topic sentence, but not the same.



Possibility #1: This story is all about a
challenging drive that the family experienced.

1. TOPIC SENTENCE
In “Gold Medals and Holy Night,” the author shares an experience that he had 
with his family, driving in a winter snowstorm.

2. IMPORTANT POINTS
- Eldest son singing and snow falling heavily, father pulled car over
- Backseat could not stand the singing, wife’s ‘kerchief  got stuck in heater 
- Snow calmed down, mess made when feeding baby
- Father calmed kids down, made it home

3. CONCLUDING SENTENCE
So, this story is all about how the family got through a challenging winter drive.



In “Gold Medals and Holy Night,” the author shares an experience that he had 

with his family, driving in a winter snowstorm. The trouble started after his eldest 

son started singing, as the snow started falling heavily. After he pulled the car 

over, the other boys in the backseat were sick from the sound of  their brother 

singing. Next, Lil was nearly sucked into the car heater as she reached for a 

Kleenex. Luckily, the snow calmed down, and they would be back on the road 

after feeding the baby. But of  course, the feeding led to Lil accidentally throwing 

half  a can of  stained spinach at a closed car window. So, that was cleaned up, and 

the boys were calm for the rest of  the drive, after their father placed the tag alder 

(large shrub) in between them. So, this story is all about how the family got 

through a challenging winter drive.

POSSIBILITY #1: FINAL PARAGRAPH



Possibility #2: This story is all about the 
bonds of  family, how a family can get 
through anything with a strong bond.

1. TOPIC SENTENCE
In “Gold Medals and Holy Night,” the author’s (father’s) family has a strong bond, 
which helps them through a challenging winter drive.

2. IMPORTANT POINTS
- The father is patient, singing causes conflict, snow falls heavily
- The wife is strong, escapes the heater, feeds the baby
- The boys are obedient, father is creative, weather calms down, they make it home

3. CONCLUDING SENTENCE
So, this story shows how a strong family bond can help get through anything.



In “Gold Medals and Holy Night,” the author’s (father’s) family has a strong 

bond, which helps them through a challenging winter drive. To begin with, the 

father is patient with his sons, even after the eldest one refuses to stop singing, 

and the younger ones could not stand the sound. The snow falls heavily, and they 

pull over to wait out the storm, during a second round of  singing. The wife also 

stays strong, even after nearly getting caught in the heater and accidentally 

throwing half  a can of  strained spinach at a closed window. The father manages 

to get the car moving again after the snow calms down. Luckily, the boys are 

obedient for the rest of  the trip, after the father places a five-foot tag alder (large 

shrub) in between them. They make it home safely. So, this story shows how a 

strong family bond can help get through anything.

POSSIBILITY #2: FINAL PARAGRAPH



Here is what to work on, and then let’s 
end by listening to Tim Skinner sing.

This is what you should try to finish by our 
next class on Monday, May 29th:

1. Assignment 21: write a letter
Textbook pages 43-44
Workbook pages 42-43

2. Assignment 22: Steps to summarize
Textbook page 46
Workbook page 45

3. Assignment 23: Short story summary
Textbook pages: 47-50 
Workbook pages: 46-47

NOTE: Due to complicated U.S. copyright law 
and unclear content ID information in 
YouTube, I cannot play this song on my 
YouTube channel. If  any Wahsa students 
would like to hear Tim Skinner sing, please let 
me know, and I will share it with you.
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